Study of the regulation of oxidation and CO2 assimilation in intact Nitrobacter winogradskyi cells.
1. Changes of the adenine nucleotides in resting and growing Nitrobacter winogradskyi cells were measured in connection with regulating processes during nitrite oxidation and endogenous respiration. 2. After the addition of nitrite to endogenously respiring cells the ATP pool increased strongly during the first 60 sec at the expense of the ADP pool. At this point the energy charge was approx. 0.55. After the first 90 sec the ATP pool dropped, oscillating, to a lower level. The CO2 assimilation began at this point. 3. Under a nitrogen atmosphere the AMP pool increased and the ATP pool decreased. With a value of approx. 0.17 the energy charge was extremely low. When oxygen was added the Nitrobacter cells began to oxidize stored NADH. The ATP pool increased in a few seconds whereas the AMP pool decreased. The P/O ratio of endogenously respiring cells equaled 0.6 under these conditions. 4. During the changeover from anaerobic to aerobic conditions and in the presence of nitrite the nitrite oxidation and CO2 assimilation, opposed to aerobic conditions, were inhibited at first after the nitrite addition. The changeover of the respiratory chain enzymes from a reduced to an oxidized charge and the ATP increase were delayed in comparison with experiments without nitrite. According to these findings the endogenous respiration must be almost nil while nitrite oxidizing cells are growing.